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Two main messages
I. Frustrations and competing interactions as main physical 

mechanisms of  biological complexity

II. Evolution is learning

Connection: frustrations due to incompatibility of  short-term

and large-term optimization problems

Equivalence: Energy landscape (physics) - Fitness landscape (biology) -

Loss function landscape (learning)

See talks by Vitaly Vanchurin and Eugene Koonin at this workshop



Complexity
Schrödinger: life substance is “aperiodic crystal” (modern formulation – Laughlin, 

Pines and others – glass)

Intuitive feeling: crystals are simple, biological structures are complex

Origin and evolution of  life: origin of  complexity? 



Complexity (“patterns”) in inorganic world

Stripe domains in ferromagnetic thin

films

Stripes on a beach in tide zone

Do we understand this? No, or, at least, not completely

Microstructures in metals

and alloys

Pearlitic

structure

in rail steel

(Sci Rep 9,

7454 (2019))



Magnetic patterns

Example: strip domains in thin ferromagnetic films



Magnetic patterns II

Competition of  exchange interactions (want homogeneous

ferromagnetic state) and magnetic dipole-dipole interations

(want total magnetization equal to zero)



Magnetic patterns III

Classical Monte Carlo simulations

We know the Hamiltonian and it is not very complicated

How to describe patterns and how to explain patterns?



Competing interactions and self-induced spin 

glasses
Special class of  patterns: “chaotic” patterns

Hypothesis: a system wants to be 

modulated but cannot decide in which

direction



Self-induced spin glasses II

Development of  idea of  stripe glass, J. Schmalian and P. G. Wolynes, PRL 2000

Glass: a system with an energy landscape characterizing by 

infinitely many local minima, with a broad distribution of  barriers,

relaxation at “any”  time scale and aging (at thermal cycling you

never go back to exactly the same state) 

Picture from P. Charbonneau et al,

Intermediate state between

equilibrium and non-equilibrium,

opportunity for history and 

memory (“stamp collection”)



Self-induced spin glasses III

Phase diagram

q-dependence of  normal

and anomalous (“glassy”,  non-

ergodic spin-spin correlators

Maximum at



Experimental observation of  self-induced spin 

glass state: elemental Nd 

Spin-polarized STM 

experiment, Radboud

University





Ab initio: magnetic interactions in bulk Nd

• Dhcp structure drives competing AFM interactions

• Frustrated magnetism 13
6/27/2022

Method: magnetic force theorem (Lichtenstein, Katsnelson, Antropov, Gubanov

JMMM 1987)

Calculations: Uppsala team (Olle Eriksson group)



Ab initio bulk Nd: energy landscape

• E(Q) landscape features flat valleys along high 
symmetry directions

14
6/27/2022

See A. Principi, M.I. Katsnelson, PRB/PRL 

(2016)/(2017)



Spin-glass state in Nd: spin dynamics

Atomistic spin dynamics

simulations

To compare: the same for prototype

disordered spin-glass Cu-Mn

B. Skubic et al, PRB 79, 024411 (2009) 

Typically spin-glass

behavior



Order-from-disorder in Nd
Spin-glass state at low temperatures and magnetically ordered

state at temperature increase

Experimental data and their analysis Simulations

arXiv:2109.04815

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.04815


Changing the shape of the energy landscape

Parameters (e.g. temperature, magnetic field) can change landscape from

ordered type (with a few distinguished minima) to glassy like

Extremely simple system

SQG – glassy state, DW –

simple ordered state, MW –

In between (“multiwell state”)



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case

How to find true ground state of  the quantum system?

In general, a very complicated problem (difficult to solve even for 

quantum computer!)

Idea: use of  variational approach and train neural network to find

“the best”  trial function (G. Carleo and M. Troyer, Science 355, 602 (2017))

Generalization problem: to train NN for relatively small basis (K
much smaller than total dim. of  quantum space) and find good

approximation to the true ground state



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case II

Quantum S=1/2 Hamiltonian

NN and NNN interactions

24 spins, dimensionality of  Hilbert space 

Still possible to calculate ground state exactly

Training for K = 0.01 d (small trial set)



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case III



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case IV

It is sign structure

which is difficult to

learn in frustrated 

case!!!

Relation to sign

problem in QMC?!

"Somehow it seems to fill my head with ideas - only I don't exactly know 

what they are!” (Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There)



To summarize this part
In general, connection between glassiness and complexity

is a mainstream today – but details are important

Giorgio Parisi, Nobel Prize in physics 2021
"for the discovery of  the interplay of  disorder 

and fluctuations in physical systems from atomic 

to planetary scales."

Actually, disorder is not needed, frustrations are enough

(self-induced spin glass state in Nd)

Whether you can observe a thing or not

depends on the theory which you use. 

It is theory which decides what can be observed
(A. Einstein)



Analogies with biological evolution?

Energy landscape in physics is similar to fitness landscape in biology



Analogies with biological evolution II

Can the change of  e.g. biological temperature switch fitness landscape

from  a few well-defined peaks to a glassy-like with many directions of

possible evolution?

Cambrian Exposion as an analog of  magnetic phase transitions

in neodymium?!

Well… for me (as a physicist) it is a good place to stop

THANK YOU


